ACME OXYGEN Make Every Performances Alive
OXYGEN is the small but extremely fast LED moving head produced by ACME for the
performance market.
The light source is based on 7pcs 40 watt RGBW LEDs, each of LEDs can be controlled
separately by different DMX channels. This pixel control intergrated with RGBW color
mixing mode, provide dynamic rainbow effect, achieved attractive colorful chases &
smooth transitions.
Total lumen output is 4,200 lm, under 6° beam angle, the light output can reach 5,277 lx at
5 meters distances, the beam light is very solid and concentrated.
Adopt high quality optical system, the lens is bright and clear, with motorized liner zoom
function, zoom range of 6° to 40°, ratio 1:6.7 .
Very high-speed Pan and Tilt movements, its pan 540° and tilt 270°, with gentle 16-bit
dimming & automatic position correction.
340W low power consumption OXYGEN equipped with one fast-lock clamp, which is
enough to support this little luminaire, make the assembly and disassembly more
convenient & reduce the cost effectively.
OXYGEN adapts the same multi-functional design as AURORA, makes the installation
and adjustment more accessible by having the OLED display screen and the four touch
buttons on one side of the panel base. On the other side, it has a 5-pin data input/output,
as well as the power connector input/output. User can choose between DMX and RDM as
the control mode.
The design of OXYGEN is extremely compact and lightweight, only 5 kg weight, the
innovative technology plus with a wide and even light spread, fulfills various venue and
applications, especially for small-scale live activities, such as TV studios, stages,
multi-functional halls, clubs, etc.
We believe that, ACME OXYGEN is not only meet the requirements of stage lighting
leasing companies, but also will be one of the most hot sale products in the performance
market.
https://en.acme.com.cn/Info/productdetail/cat_id/17/id/3842

